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SECURITY COUNCIL MEMBERS DIVERGE OVER PATH TOWARDS IMPLEMENTATION OF DRAFT

 
RESOLUTION BACKING ARAB LEAGUE PROPOSAL ON RESOLVING CRISIS IN SYRIA

 

Ministerial-level Representatives Hear Briefing by Senior Regional Officials

High-level officials from the United States, the United Kingdom, France and other Member States
converged on the Security Council today to press for the adoption of a draft resolution that would support a
plan by the League of Arab States to stem the bloodshed in Syria, and which calls on the country’s
President to step aside as part of a democratic transition process.

At the same time, representatives of the Council’s two other permanent members, the Russian
Federation and China, continued to oppose any action hinting at regime change, coercive measures or
other foreign interference in Syria, with the Russian representative warning that such an intervention could
spark catastrophic civil war and destabilize the region.

In addition to the Secretary of State of the United States, the Foreign Secretary of the United
Kingdom and the Foreign Minister of France, elected Council members Guatemala, Portugal, Morocco and
Germany were also represented by senior Foreign Ministry officials today.

Briefing the Council, Hamad bin Jassim bin Jaber bin Muhammad Al-Thani, Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Qatar and Chairman of the Arab League’s Ministerial Council, noted that the
regional body, meeting in Cairo on 22 January, had requested Security Council support for its plan, which
had subsequently been transmitted to the 15-member United Nations organ via a 24 January letter from the
Secretary-General (document S/2012/71).

He recalled that the decision had been taken after numerous League initiatives to help end the
violence, the last of which was the observer mission suspended last weekend.  “Our efforts and initiatives
have been in vain for the Syrian Government has not made any sincere effort to cooperate with our efforts,
and, unfortunately, its only solution has been to kill its own people,” he said.

The plan, as conveyed by the Secretary-General’s letter and described today by Sheikh Hamad
and Nabil Elaraby, Secretary-General of the League of Arab States, calls for the beginning of genuine
political dialogue between the Syrian Government and the opposition, under League auspices and within
two weeks, as well as the formation of a unity Government within two months, to be followed by
supervised parliamentary and presidential elections.  President Bashar al-Assad would hand over his
powers to his Vice-President for the transition period, according to the plan.

There was no hidden agenda against the Syrian regime, Mr. Elaraby emphasized.  The objective
was to stop the massive killing and repression, which had been condemned around the world.  The League
was not calling for military intervention or regime change — the latter being a matter for the Syrian people
to decide — but it was advocating “concrete economic pressure so that the Syrian regime might realize
that it is imperative to meet the demands of its people”.
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Taking the floor immediately after the Arab League presentations, Syria’s representative said he
found it strange to see Arab leaders calling for action against his country, which had sacrificed much for
Arab causes, and joining with other States that wished to destroy Syria through the dissemination of false
facts.  He reiterated that the violence was the work of armed groups twisting the call for reform into
chance to wreak havoc.  Syrians, themselves, would resolve the historic challenges facing their homeland
without outside intervention, he affirmed, equating the latter to colonialism.

He called on all those fomenting violence in Syria to support national dialogue and the reform
process being implemented by the national leadership, which included a popular referendum later this
month on the way ahead.  That would be followed by parliamentary elections in the first half of the year, he
said, appealing to the Council not to take actions that would exacerbate the crisis.  He said the Arab
League was no longer credible in the situation, adding:  “Without Syria, there is no Arab League.”

In the ensuing discussion, representatives of Council members cited a death toll in the thousands
that was growing daily, agreeing on the critical need to end the violence, to ensure respect for Syria’s
sovereignty and territorial integrity, and to avoid military intervention, at least at the present stage of the
crisis.  Council members supporting the Arab League plan stressed the need for action following months in
which, they said, the Syrian Government had failed to carry out its commitments and had instead ramped
up the killing and human rights abuses so as to retain power.  They stressed that they were not advocating
intervention but democratic transition, with United States Secretary of State Hillary Clinton declaring:  “We
all have a choice — whether to stand with the people of Syria and the region, or become complicit in the
violent crackdown.”

However, the Russian Federation’s representative said that, instead of interfering in Syria, it was
now more important than ever to encourage dialogue among Syrians.  The Council should be guided by the
principle of non-imposition, he said, emphasizing that his country would not stand for any sanctions or any
window allowing military intervention in the future.  He noted, however, that the draft resolution submitted
by Morocco incorporated many of the elements previously suggested by his own country, and he was,
therefore, hopeful that consensus on the situation would soon be reached.

Some speakers supported the Arab League’s role, while speaking of the conundrum presented by
a situation in which the principles of non-intervention and protection of civilians were in conflict.  India’s
representative also pointed out that neither repression nor outside intervention could fulfil the Syrian
people’s aspirations to play a greater role in shaping their own destiny.  “The Syrian people demand and
deserve empowerment so that a Syrian-led and Syrian-owned political solution can be found in an
atmosphere free of violence and bloodshed,” he said.

The representatives of Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Togo, Colombia and South Africa also delivered
statements.

The meeting began at 3:09 p.m. and ended at 6:33 p.m.

Background

The Security Council met this afternoon to hear briefings by the League of Arab States on
developments in Syria, under its agenda item on the Situation in the Middle East.

Briefings

HAMAD BIN JASSIM BIN JABER BIN MUHAMMAD AL-THANI, Prime Minister and Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Qatar and Chairman of the Arab League Ministerial Council, explained that the latter had
charged him with briefing the Council and requesting its endorsement of the League’s decisions on Syria. 
The first and ultimate goal was to serve that country’s interests, which required the protection of its
sovereignty, political independence and territorial integrity while ensuring its stability, as well as the unity of
its people and the protection of all its ethnic groups.

Recounting the Ministerial Council’s various initiatives aimed at ending the violence over the past
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months, he said that all deliberations had been transparent and objective.  However, the Syrian
Government was obviously not committed to implementing the initiatives despite having agreed to
protocols.  “It was clear that the Syrian objective was to resort to stalling and foot-dragging in order to
evade their responsibilities in implementing the commitments,” he said.  Once the “fear barrier came down
and the people started defending themselves in the face of the acts of military and security oppression”,
the Syrian Government had signed a protocol on 19 December 2011, allowing the deployment of the Arab
League observer mission, the first in its history, he said.  Once again, the Government had failed to
implement its major provisions.

He said the Ministerial Council had subsequently endorsed, at its 22 January meeting, the road
map for ending the crisis that had been incorporated into the draft resolutions that had been circulating
among members of the Security Council with the aim of finding a “wise political and democratic solution to
the crisis and a peaceful transition of power”.  It provided for the formation within two weeks of a national
unity Government that would include the opposition and be chaired by a mutually agreed figure.  One of its
tasks would be to prepare for pluralistic parliamentary and presidential elections, under a law that
stipulated they must be conducted under Arab and international supervision.  The Ministerial Council would
extend the observer mission by one month despite the Arab League’s announcement, on 28 January, of its
suspension pending review, “due to the serious deterioration of the security situation as a result of the
escalation of the security-based option”.

He continued:  “Our efforts and initiatives have been in vain for the Syrian Government has not
made any sincere effort to cooperate with our efforts, and, unfortunately, its only solution has been to kill
its own people.”  Stressing that there was no hidden agenda against the Syrian regime, he said the
objective was to stop the killing and repression, which had been condemned around the world.  Recalling
that the Security Council had previously supported Arab League positions on Darfur, Lebanon, Eritrea and
Djibouti, as well as Gaza, among others, he said it looked forward to support for the Arab position on the
Syrian crisis.  However, the League was not calling for military intervention, he stressed.  “We are not after
a regime change either, for this is a matter that is up to the Syrian people to decide.”

NABIL ELARABY, Secretary-General, League of Arab States, said the Council was meeting at a
time when events in Syria were “spiralling dangerously”, a situation requiring that the international
community join its efforts with those of the Arab world to ensure a rapid end to the crisis.  The aim should
be to ensure an immediate cessation of violence and pave the way for a peaceful political solution that
would end the “grinding crisis” and realize the aspiration of all segments of Syria’s population to live in
dignity.

The situation was becoming “ever more grave and urgent”, especially in light of the escalation of
violence in the past few days, he continued.  Indeed, the tit-for-tat violence and the Government’s clear
resort to a military solution – in contravention of Arab League requests that it seek dialogue — had led to
the deaths of many civilians, he said.  That being the case, the first priority was for the Security Council to
adopt a resolution demanding that all parties cease fire, that civilians be protected, and that all parties
support the plan put forward by the League of Arab States.

Interestingly, today’s meeting had been convened in line with the tenet of the United Nations
Charter regarding the peaceful settlement of disputes and cooperation with regional organizations, he
noted, thanking the Council for having responded so quickly to the Arab League’s request.  The road map
adopted by the League aimed chiefly to put an immediate end to the violence and to address the legitimate
aspirations of the Syrian people.  It also stressed that Arab States had taken up the situation in Syria in an
Arab context.

“We aim to avoid any foreign intervention, specifically any foreign military intervention,” he
declared, stressing that all the League’s resolutions and decisions on the situation stressed full respect for
the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Syria and its people.  Therefore, the Security Council efforts must
support, not replace, the plan put forward by the Arab, which was clearly the best option for resolving the
crisis, and should be supported by the Council and the wider international community.  The League’s aim
was to ensure a peaceful political settlement through a national dialogue involving all factions, sects and
segments of society, towards a life of true democracy for all Syrians.
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He went on to recall that he had handed such a proposal to the Syrian authorities in September
2011 and the Government had promised to implement the plan.  An observer mission had subsequently
been dispatched, and following the presentation of its report, the Arab League had considered that partial
progress had been made on its requests, though that progress had been incomplete and, therefore,
insufficient.  It had not been “what was wanted, nor was it what was required” under the Arab plan, he
said, adding that since Syria had not implemented its commitments ahead of the mission, the goals and
mandate of the observers had had to be changed.

Indeed, the observers had helped to provide humanitarian goods and even with the removal and
identification of bodies, he said, adding that the mission’s task had been very specific, difficult and
complicated.  Never had a team of Arab observers been sent to a State where violence was on the rise. 
The mission’s aim had been to ascertain the implementation of Syria’s commitments, he said, recalling that
its most important observation had been the “excessive use of force” by Syrian security forces since March
2011.  The report also noted the “explosive tension, oppression and injustice” that had led the opposition to
take up arms against the Government.

In light of the mission report’s conclusions, as well as the results of the League’s ongoing
monitoring of the situation, the Ministerial Council had adopted the road map on 23 January, he said,
emphasizing, however, that it could in no way be interpreted as calling on President Bashar al-Assad to
renounce power.  He said that in discussions, the Syrian leader had ensured him that his First Deputy
would lead the reforms called for in the Arab League proposal.  However, just before travelling to New
York, the “grave and escalating violence” had forced him to suspend the observer mission, particularly
“after the Government had openly declared that it was taking the security option”, he said.

The League had long endeavoured to find a peaceful political settlement to the crisis, he continued,
adding that it fully recognized that international support was fundamental to the success of its plan.  The
League, therefore, looked forward to a “resolution of support” from the Security Council, calling on all
parties to cease all acts of violence against the Syrian people; for a broad national dialogue under the
auspices of the Arab League; and supporting the work of the Arab observer mission, when its work
resumed.  He said he also looked forward to working with the United Nations to alleviate the suffering of
the Syrian people once the crisis ended.  Hopefully such cooperation would be a model of positive
interactions between the two organizations.  “Do not let the Syrian people down; the violence must end,” he
said.  “We need a clear resolution supporting the Arab League’s endeavour,” he added, urging Council
members to back the draft resolution tabled by the delegation of Morocco.

Statements

BASHAR JA’AFARI ( Syria), noting his country’s long-standing commitment to Arab liberation from
colonial domination throughout the region, said the nation was going through decisive challenges which
must be resolved through the will of its people and not anyone else.  They would choose the road of
wisdom, so that the entire homeland would be victorious.  The Syrian people had never accepted any
foreign intervention in its affairs and they would prevail once again in resolving the present crisis on their
own, through dialogue and a genuine national partnership that would respond to the aspirations of all the
people without undermining the homeland.  He added that he would have hoped that the Arab League
would be calling for the Council to shoulder its responsibility to end Israeli repression of the Palestinian
people.  How surprising it was, then, to see them calling for action against Syria — which had sacrificed
much for Arab causes — and joining with other States that wished to destroy Syria by disseminating
falsehoods.

There were many contradictions in the drive for democracy, he said, recalling that his country had
been pioneers of democracy in the region.  As for the situation on the ground, the observer mission’s
report confirmed clearly what he had said in the past.  There was a campaign to distort and fabricate facts
in Syria, and terrorist groups took advantage of the people’s desire for reform.  The observer mission’s
report also affirmed that Government forces were fighting back against armed groups using thermal
bombs.  It contradicted claims by many parties to have a role in settling the Syrian crisis, including Arab
and European officials.  Syria had been following the mission’s protocol, despite efforts to escalate
violence during the presence of the observer.  However, the League had ignored the findings of its own
mission in its attempt to refer the situation to the Security Council.
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Recalling the long history of attempts to intervene in his country’s affairs, he stressed Syria’s right
under international law to defend itself against armed groups.  Interference in Syrian affairs was a return to
the colonialism and hegemony that had followed the destruction of Iraq and Afghanistan under false
pretexts.  Syria would stand firm in confronting its enemies, and called on all those fomenting the violence
to support national dialogue and the reform process implemented by the Syrian leadership.  A referendum
on the road ahead would be held in February, to be followed by parliamentary elections in the first half of
the year.  Appealing to the Council not to take actions that would exacerbate crises, he commended the
Russian Federation’s proposal to host an all-Syria dialogue in Moscow.

HILLARY CLINTON, Secretary of State of the United States, said the Arab League had
demonstrated important leadership in the crisis, recalling that, for many months, the people of the world
had watched in horror as the Syrian regime executed a campaign of violence against its own civilians.  “No
one is safe, not even officials of the Syrian Arab Red Crescent,” she said.  Some 5,400 civilians had
already died and the number was “rising fast”.  The regime also continued arbitrarily to detain citizens
simply for demanding dignity and universal rights.  The evidence was clear that President Assad’s forces
were initiating nearly all attacks that killed civilians, but as more citizens took up arms to resist the regime’s
brutality, violence was increasingly likely to spiral out of control, she warned.

There was no doubt that the challenges faced by the Syrian people were daunting, she said, citing
the crumbling economy, rising tensions, and the “cauldron of insecurity” in the Middle East.  The United
States understood that there were fears, especially among the country’s ethnic minorities, about what
would follow a regime that was working hard to pit Syrian ethnic and religious groups against each other,
risking even more violence and civil war.  Fearing such a spiral, the Arab League had dispatched an
unprecedented observer mission, and had offered the Syrian regime countless opportunities to change
course.  A reading of the entire report would show that the observer mission had acted according to its
mandate and that the regime had responded with escalating violence, she said.  Indeed, its security forces
had intensified their assault, forcing the suspension of the observer mission’s work.

“So why is the Arab League here?” she asked.  “Because they are seeking the support of the
international community […] towards a responsible democratic transition,” she said, adding:  “We all have a
choice — whether to stand with the people of Syria and the region, or become complicit in the violent
crackdown.”  She urged the Council to back the Arab League’s call for an end to all the violence, the
release of all detainees, the return of military forces to barracks, and access to the country for monitors
and journalists.  A Syrian-led process would address the legitimate aspirations of the people, she said,
emphasizing that national political dialogue must be conducted in an atmosphere free from violence and
intimidation.

As for those who believed the current situation was “headed towards another Libya”, she said
such assumptions were a “false analogy” because Syria was a unique situation that required its own
approach, tailored to the specific situation there.  “That is exactly what the Arab League has proposed:  a
path that preserves Syrian unity and institutions,” she said, adding that the Arab proposal represented the
best efforts by Syria’s neighbours to chart a way forward, and deserved the Council’s consideration.  At
the same time, no one should underestimate the task of rebuilding a society on the ruins of a failed
dictatorship, she cautioned.  “It will be hard, but the alternative — more of Assad’s brutal rule — is no
alternative at all.”

She continued:  “We all know that change is coming to Syria.  Despite its ruthless tactics, the
Assad regime’s reign of terror will end.”  The question was how many more innocent civilians would die
before the country was able to move forward towards the kind of future it deserved.  The longer the
violence continued, the harder it would be to rebuild Syria after something different had taken the Assad
regime’s place, she said.  “We do hear your fears and we do honour your aspirations,” she said.  “Do not
let the current regime exploit them through this current crisis,” she added, stressing that Syria belonged to
its 23 million citizens and not to one man or his family.  Change could be accomplished without dismantling
the State or its institutions, she said, urging Council members to set aside their differences and act.  “The
alternative — spurning the Arab League, abandoning the Syrian people, emboldening the dictator — would
compound that tragedy and would mark a failure of our shared responsibility and shake the credibility of
the United Nations Security Council.”
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ALAIN JUPPE, Minister for Foreign and European Affairs of France, said the Council’s months-long
silence on the crisis was no longer acceptable.  France called solemnly on the Council to live up to its
Charter responsibility and come to the aid of a people demanding equality and respect.  The Arab League
should be commended for its efforts in seeking a resolution, he said, adding that the international
community was coming together to put an end to the Council’s “scandalous silence”.

Thousands of people had been killed and thousands more illegally detained, he said, noting that he
had long described the rape of women and children, as well as the illegal mass detention of civilians, as
crimes against humanity.  In the face of such heinous actions, when people were being slaughtered, “how
difficult can it be for the Security Council to act?” he asked.  Such actions should long ago have triggered a
response from the Council, even without considering the principle of responsibility to protect.  Indeed,
France had long called on the Council to vote on a draft resolution, he said.  As for other efforts, the
European Union had tightened its sanctions against the Syrian regime while France had established links
with the opposition.

Still, nothing could replace action by the Security Council, whose actions would express the will of
the entire international community, he said.  If it was to remain the guarantor of international pace and
security, it must pronounce on the situation by acting on the draft resolution submitted by Morocco.  The
text was based on the proposal outlined by the Arab League, and the Council must, above all,
unequivocally condemn the violence and not confuse the actions of the Syrian authorities with those of the
opposition, who generally fought with their bare hands.  All must pay tribute to the men and women who
marched in the Syrian streets every day, fully aware that they could be shot dead at any moment, he said.

Other important elements of the draft included a call to support the Arab League’s initiative and for
the definition of a credible transition process that would be implemented by the Arab League, with
international support, he continued.  While France would have liked to see the Council go further, the
pressing situation in Syria required a swift resolution.  “We must vote now,” he declared, denying
allegations that the text under consideration included a plan for military intervention.  “That is a myth;
absolutely nothing in the draft could lead to such intervention,” he stressed, explaining that it aimed simply
to allow the Syrian people freely to express their aspirations.  “They alone must determine their future,” he
said, stressing that he Arab League plan offered the only viable option for achieving that goal.  “Let us live
up to our political and moral duty.  There is no time to be lost.”

WILLIAM HAGUE, Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs of the United
Kingdom, said the Council’s task was clear:  to address the “horrifying violence” in Syria — which was a
real threat to international peace and security — in a way that would provide the greatest possible chance
of a peaceful and lasting solution.  The Arab League plan had provided a credible and viable path, he said,
adding that it was the kind of Arab leadership for which Council members had called in the past, and should
be respected by all the world’s nations.  It prescribed no coercive measures and called for no military
action, he noted, adding that it called instead for the Syrian people to be allowed to make their own
choices.

However, a Council resolution “should put the leaders of Syria on notice that measures will be
considered by this Council if there is not an immediate end to the violence and if the Arab League plan
continues to be ignored”, he warned.  “For too long the Syrian Government has promised reform and
continued the violence,” he said, citing the growing death toll since the Council’s August presidential
statement.  The violence included torture, rape and other crimes documented by impartial United Nations
bodies, he added, asking:  “How long do Syrian families have to live in fear that their children will be killed
or tortured before the Security Council will act?”

There was consensus that the Council had a role to play in the crisis, he continued, stressing that
all its members wanted a peaceful political solution that would respect Syria’s sovereignty and territorial
integrity, and that would emerge from a Syrian-led process.  They all agreed that a military response would
not be appropriate, and welcomed the Arab League’s work.  Action must now be taken, he emphasized,
warning that, if the Council could not adopt a resolution supporting the Arab League, ending the violence
and enabling a peaceful solution, it would undermine the credibility of the United Nations.
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HAROLD CABALLEROS, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Guatemala, pointed out that he
represented a Government that had taken office barely two weeks ago, and affirmed that changes
occurring within a country “are the purview only and exclusively of the citizens of each country”.  However,
there could also be repercussions beyond borders, he said, adding that, from the differing narratives on the
situation in Syria, it was clear that the immediate task at hand was to end the violence and reverse the
current trend towards even greater misfortunes to come.  Commending the pursuit of an “Arab solution” to
the crisis, he said he recognized the difficulty in supporting the League’s plan but was willing to give it an
opportunity to pursue the initiative within a predetermined time frame.  If it did not bear fruit, “we would be
failing in our obligation if we permit that an already grave situation deteriorates even further, with the
foreseeable domestic and international repercussions”, he said.

Acknowledging the cardinal principal of non-intervention in internal affairs, but also pointing to his
country’s endorsement of the principle of the responsibility to protect, he said his position did not invite
interventions, but demanded strict observance of the norms of conduct.  “Governments that flagrantly
violate those norms naturally expose themselves to suffer the consequences — consequences whose
precise shape and scope are susceptible to a wide spectrum of possibilities.”  He appealed to all parties to
make a lasting effort to find a way out of the Syrian crisis, noting that the initiative of the Arab League, or
variants thereof, offered the potential for a way out.  “Should it fail, the escalation of violence, which has
taken on dramatic proportions in the last days, has not left many options to this Council to carry out its own
responsibility in accordance with the Charter,” he concluded.

PAULO SACADURA CABRAL PORTAS, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal, began by
declaring that he had decided to participate in today’s meeting because what was happening in Syria was
of such seriousness, the international community’s inaction so shocking, an Arab solution so urgent, and a
decision by the United Nations so essential that he had felt compelled to do whatever he could to transform
deadlock into solution, and hesitation into will.  The brutality of the Syrian authorities in responding to the
crisis had left thousands dead in its wake, in addition to many more thousands maimed, imprisoned and
tortured.  The authorities had shown their contempt for basic human rights and their unwillingness to
protect the population even though the only aspiration of the Syrian people, inspired by their brethren in
other Arab countries, was simply to voice their protest and to pave the way for a democratic society. 
According to UNICEF, nearly 400 children had lost their lives, a measure of the atrocities committed.

By persistently ignoring numerous appeals to end its bloody crackdown, the Syrian authorities had
fuelled escalation, he continued, adding that, even under the repression to which they had been subjected,
he trusted that the Syrian opposition movement would maintain the peaceful nature of their legitimate
objectives.  “I cannot stress enough the urgency of an immediate end to all violence.”  Portugal valued
highly the role of regional organizations and their contribution to peace and security, he said, noting that the
Arab League was best suited to lead efforts to resolve the crisis in Syria — a crisis that also threatened
many of its other member States.  In that regard, Portugal fully supported the League’s efforts and stood
firmly behind its 22 January decision, as well as the political road map outlined therein, as the only viable
path towards establishing a credible political dialogue among all Syrians and leading to a peaceful political
transition.  He urged all Syrians parties, factions and stakeholders to respond positively to that proposal.

YOUSSEF AMRANI, Minister Delegate for Foreign Affairs and Cooperation of Morocco, said that,
having listened carefully to the briefing on the phases of the crisis, and on the consequences of the
confrontations that had claimed innocent lives and led to severe suffering on the part of civilians, Morocco
hoped the Security Council would support the Arab plan to allow Syria to regain national harmony, peace
and stability.  In particular, he noted, the two officials briefing the Council had stressed the importance,
relevance and efficiency of the Arab initiative in dealing with the situation and in laying the ground for a
solution based on dialogue and national reconciliation.

Noting that his country had been among the first to contribute to the Arab observer mission that
had reached areas in which confrontations had been taking place, he said Morocco had kept its observers
in the field until the end of last week, even in the face of difficulties and obstacles to fulfilling their
humanitarian mission.  While applauding the observer mission’s efforts, he said he understood fully the
reasons that had led to the decision by States of the Gulf Cooperation Council to withdraw their observers,
adding that he also considered fully justified the decision by the Arab League to suspend the mission, a
decision prompted by the dangerous escalation by the security forces, which had claimed a large number
of victims.
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He went on to say that the mission had actually been a good opportunity to establish conditions
conducive to the calm necessary to start a new era free of violence.  However, it had been the conclusion
of the Arab League’s Council of Minister that Syria’s implementation of some of its commitments had not
been sufficient, he said, expressing hope that today’s meeting would lead to a consensus within the
Security Council that would give impetus to the launch of a political process involving the Government and
the opposition in serious and responsible dialogue to start a new era in Syria.

MICHAEL LINK, Minister of State at the Federal Foreign Office of Germany, said the Arab Spring
had demonstrated the wish of people in North Africa and the Middle East to shape their future peacefully,
through negotiations and discussions, not at gunpoint and in an atmosphere of fear and violence.  More
than 10 months since events in Derra and Damascus had sparked peaceful protests against the Assad
regime, thousands of Syrians had been left dead in the wake of the regime’s brutal crackdown on its own
people.  That violence must stop immediately, he stressed, noting that the Syrian people had been calling
for freedom of expression, association and peaceful assembly, as well as the ability to choose their
leaders freely, while President Assad had responded be sending in his tanks.

Commending Arab League efforts to resolve the crisis, he recalled that three months ago the
organization had elaborated a work plan to which the Government had signed up.  However, the Assad
regime had not complied fully with the agreement.  As a result, the violence had not ceased, not all those
arrested had been released, and there had been no military withdrawal from cities and residential areas. 
On the contrary, there had been a notable increase in regime violence over the past few days, which had
forced the suspension of the Arab League observer mission’s activities.  Reminding the Council that most
of the demonstrations had been overwhelmingly peaceful, he said the reaction of the authorities had been
excessive, as confirmed by the findings of the international commission of inquiry established by the Human
Rights Council.  Germany advocated a separate Security Council commission of inquiry, he said, pointing
out that the Arab League had turned to the Council for support.  “We must seize this opportunity,” he
declared.  “Now is the time for the Security Council to act.”

ABDULLAH HUSSAIN HAROON ( Pakistan) said the Arab League had “seized the moment” and
shown that regional organizations could find solutions to serious problems.  Indeed, reports of ongoing
violence should not be taken lightly by anyone, he said, condemning the use of force against peaceful
protestors.  He called on both sides to shun violence and pursue the path of dialogue towards a peaceful
resolution of the problem.  “We have to be mindful of the fact that any decisions made within these
hallowed walls will have long-term implications not only in Syria, but in the Middle East as a whole,” he
said, adding that that region could ill afford to bear more instability.  Council members must also bear in
mind the tenets of the Charter, especially those on State sovereignty, territorial integrity and the peaceful
settlement of disputes, he said, stressing that the aim of the Arab proposal was not military intervention or
regime change; all such matters were for the people of Syria to decide.  In all its work, the Council should
strive to achieve consensus, “for a unanimous message will always be more effective” in reaching goals
regarding Syria, he said.

VITALY CHURKIN ( Russian Federation) welcomed the Arab League initiative, saying that an
escalation of the crisis into full-scale conflict could have “lethal” consequences for Syria and the region.  As
the Russian Federation had long insisted, promotion of an inclusive, Syrian-led process should be the focus
of international efforts, rather than threats of sanctions or military force.  In that effort, the Russian
Federation had stepped in to help the League reach agreement with the Syrian authorities, and had played
a role in reducing violence.  The observers’ report showed that all sides, not just the Government, must
take measures to end the violence, he said, adding that it had shown that the armed elements were the
cause of much of it.

The League’s decision to end its monitoring mission and impose sanctions was counter-productive,
he said, adding that it showed the threats its observers faced from armed groups.  Its work should
continue with support from all sides.  In addition, it was now more important than ever to encourage
dialogue.  In that light, the Council should be guided by the principle of “non-imposition”, he said, adding
that the Russian Federation would not stand for any sanctions or for the creation of any window for military
intervention in the future.  A solution must not be imposed on Syria, he emphasized, pointing out, however,
that the text presented by Morocco incorporated many of the elements previously suggested by his own
country.  The Russian Federation was, therefore, hopeful that consensus would be reached soon.
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LI BAODONG ( China), describing Syria as an important country in the Middle East, said its
security and stability concerned the entire region.  The Syrian people’s demand for reform needed to be
respected, and it was important to end the violence and end the killing of civilians.  At the same time, a
political process must be started without delay, he stressed, adding that the aim should be to resolve all
differences peacefully through dialogue and negotiations, and to embark on a path of overall development. 
Syria and its people were committed and resourceful enough to find a solution, and the international
community could provide assistance to a political settlement by promoting dialogue.

Since Syria was a member of the Arab world, China hoped to see a solution from within the Arab
League, he said.  To that end, China supported the regional body’s efforts and attached great importance
to the report of its observer mission, and would continue to stress that all actions taken by the Security
Council must be in compliance with Charter principles, help to ease tensions, promote political dialogue and
help to promote peace and stability in the Middle East.  China had always taken a “cautious approach” to
the imposition of sanctions, which could lead to further complications, he said, adding that his country was
also firmly opposed to the use of force and deliberate attempts to force regime change, which contravened
the principles of the Charter.  China supported the proposal put forward by the Russian Federation and
took note of the text tabled by Morocco, he said.

TOFIG MUSAYEV ( Azerbaijan) noted that, despite all attempts by the Security Council to end the
violence, including the presidential statement issued last August, the situation continued to deteriorate. 
Indeed, the series of terrorist suicide bombings that had occurred in Damascus since 23 December were
striking illustrations of the dangerous escalation and its unpredictable consequences.  Azerbaijan had long
supported Arab League efforts and would continue to look forward to their overcoming the crisis in Syria,
he said.  He recalled that the August presidential statement stressed that the only way out of the crisis was
through a Syrian-led political process, with the aim of addressing effectively the legitimate aspirations and
concerns of the Syrian people.  Such a process should include free democratic elections that allowed the
participation of all political factions.

It was indisputable that united and coordinated efforts within the Security Council were vital in
ensuring that it carried out its primary duties regarding the maintenance of international peace and security,
he said.  As such, Azerbaijan would continue to support and be open to timely consultations among all
Council members on all elements of the situation in Syria, and looked forward to constructive dialogue to
that end, as well as to the report of the observer mission.  “The international community must not only
demand certain steps from the Syrian Government, but also focus its efforts on persuading the opposition
to reciprocate,” he said, stressing that only measures commensurate with the situation, in conformity with
Article VI of the Charter, and which supported the Arab League’s efforts, should be considered.  Whatever
the differences, it was crucial that all actions respect Syria’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.

KODJO MENAN ( Togo) condemned the human rights violations in Syria, calling on the
Government to end the violence, and on the military to return to barracks.  Implementation of the Arab
League plan depended on the goodwill of the Government, which did not seem willing to step down or take
part in the transition process recommended.  For that reason, he said, “the road map will have little chance
to be implemented”.  The Council had been put in the difficult position of protecting civilians without undue
intervention, and must seriously consider its options, he said.  It was clear, however, that an urgent appeal
for an end to the violence was needed.  However, the violence of all sides must not be placed in the same
category, he stressed, adding that the opposition must return to its original objectives and a genuine
dialogue must begin.  A fully fledged civil war with disastrous consequences must not be allowed to
develop.

HARDEEP SINGH PURI ( India) said his country had called for a peaceful and inclusive political
process to address the Syrian people’s aspirations to play a greater role in shaping their destiny.  Neither
repression nor outside intervention could accomplish that goal.  “The Syrian people demand and deserve
empowerment so that a Syrian-led and Syrian-owned political solution can be found in an atmosphere free
of violence and bloodshed,” he said.  India had conveyed its condemnation of the violence, by whomsoever
perpetrated, and the Arab League mission showed that there was an armed opposition element that was
responsible for violent acts, he said, adding that a lot of information in the media was misleading.
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He said continued presence of the observers could have helped reduce the violence and present a
more accurate picture of developments, but it also needed to be accompanied by a political process to
address the people’s grievances.  Such a process must be led by Syrians and respect the country’s
sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity, building on the package of political reforms already announced by
the Syrian leadership and acceptable to the widest range of Syrian society.  The international community
should play a constructive role in that process, he said, pledging to work for consensus in support of the
Arab League initiative to expeditiously resolve the Syrian crisis.

NÉSTOR OSORIO ( Colombia) said that, by acting together, the Council could pave the way for a
political solution in Syria and end the violence under way there for some 10 months.  At the same time, he
stressed that the Government had the primary responsibility for maintaining law and order and protecting
civilians.  Colombia was alarmed at the continuing violence and would support regional initiatives aimed at
finding a peaceful solution to the situation.

He said a long-term solution must be Syrian-led and maintain the country’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity.  As for the draft resolution before the Council, it was a good basis for negotiations, and
offered an opportunity for the Council to incorporate elements of the Arab League proposal.  He chiefly
noted that the proposal called for all parties to cease violence and begin a peaceful negotiating process. 
Colombia was prepared to support all efforts underpinned by the abiding duty of the United Nations to
ensure international peace and security, he said.

Council President BASO SANGQU ( South Africa), speaking in his national capacity, said his
delegation was deeply concerned about the deteriorating political, security and humanitarian situations in
Syria.  Condemning the continuing loss of life, he called for all parties to exercise maximum restraint, and
emphasized the urgent need for the violence to end immediately.  “It is our hope that the situation will be
resolved in a peaceful manner, in accordance with the will of the Syrian people,” he said, reiterating that
any solution to the crisis should be Syrian-led, based on genuine national dialogue and devoid of any form
of intimidation and outside interference.

He went on to urge the Syrian authorities to initiate an open, transparent and all-inclusive political
process to address the people’s grievances and guarantee their fundamental political rights and freedoms,
including the rights to free assembly and free speech.  South Africa also encouraged the opposition to
participate in that process with a view to ensuring sustainable peace.  “A comprehensive political solution
must be found that would lead to political reform based on respect for democratic principles, rule of law,
justice and human rights,” he said.

He also welcomed the Security Council’s engagement with the League of Arab States on the
matter and hoped such cooperation would lead to a coherent, united voice for the peaceful resolution.  “We
strongly believe that any solution should uphold the sovereignty, independence, unity and territorial integrity
of Syria, and at the same time respect for the purposes and principles enshrined in the Charter,” he said. 
The critical question at this juncture was what positive contribution the Council and the wider international
community could make towards bringing the Syrian parties closer to resolving the conflict.  To that end,
South Africa welcomed all diplomatic measures aimed at finding a solution and urged stakeholders to avoid
taking any action that risked polarizing the parties and escalating tension.  Military intervention — as had
been shown in the case of Libya — often had unintentional consequences.

SHEIKH HAMAD, taking the floor a second time, said he had not come to New York to ask the
Council to approve military intervention.  “We are not interfering in Syria’s internal affairs; it is up to the
Syrian people to decide who governs the country,” he stressed.  As for the statement by Syria’s
representative, he said Qatar had not been colonized and was proud to stand with all its Arab brothers
“who need our assistance”.  Indeed, Qatar wished to work alongside the people of Syria to carry out
reforms and relaunch democracy.  He said his country had no open relations with Israel — Qatar had a
clear position on that issue — but it readily and actively provided assistance to the Palestinian people.  He
also refuted the Syrian delegate’s statements regarding Qatar’s relations with Iraq.

Mr. AL JA’AFARI ( Syria) said that, while it was true that his country had participated in liberating
Kuwait following its occupation by Iraq, it had never participated in the invasion of Iraq or the attack on
Libya.  Asking whether Qatar was a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) or the Arab
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League, he sought to know how it had come to join in the destruction of Libya.  Despite assurances that
there would be no military intervention in Syria, who could guarantee that what had happened in Libya,
Kosovo and elsewhere would not happen there? he asked.  Regarding the victims of violence, he said the
sadness of others could never reach the depth of Syrian sadness in the present situation.  That was why
Syrians must put an end to the spilling of blood.

Inflaming the situation and creating a contraband arms trade must not be countenanced, he
stressed, noting that some neighbouring countries were now harbouring armed resistance whose members
were bombarding Syrian infrastructure.  Al Jazeera should cease to fan the flames and thus contribute to
ending the bloodletting, he said.  The Arab League was no longer credible in the situation, he said, adding: 
“Without Syria there is no Arab League.”

Recalling the bombing of Syrian neighbourhoods by foreign forces in the 1940s and the thousands
of Algerians killed following the Second World War, he said “J’accuse” to those involved in undermining
Syria’s sovereignty and territorial integrity following its assistance to Lebanon and its economic partnership
with Turkey.  The President of Syria could not end the crisis alone, he said, adding that he needed help
from Turkey, Arab countries and the Security Council.  He concluded by asking why parts of the Arab
League report were missing.

* *** *
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